
SAMPLE ONLY

* NOTE* 

NUMBER 000001
Date: (   )

(   ) (   )

(   )
Location: (   )

(   )
Customer: Grain:

(   ) ON (   ) OFF
GROSS WEIGHT

TARE WEIGHT

NET WEIGHT BUSHELS

TEST WEIGHT lb.. FOREIGN

MOISTURE % MATERIAL %

DAMAGE %

WEIGHER:

(at which the grain was received, if different from  address above)

[Address of Licensed Entity]
[Address of Licensed Entity]

STORAGE
Grain to be Marketed by

Dealer acting as a Producer Agent
Received / In
Withdrawn / Out

[Complete Legal Name of Licensed Entity] [IS or IS NOT] a corporation.  ** Driver: 

** If your legal name includes 'Inc.' or 'Corp.' or 'Corporation' or 'Cooperative' or 'Co-op' and you are actually a corporation, this statement is not necessary.
** If your legal name includes 'Inc.' or 'Corp.' or 'Co.' or 'Corporation' or 'Cooperative' or 'Co-op' or 'Company' and you are NOT a corporation, you must state you are not a corporation.

This is a SAMPLE Receipt for Grain that complies with the requirements of section 126.18 (for grain dealer)
of the Wisconsin Statutes. This sample receipt does not have to be copied exactly.

Information in the shaded areas is required to be on a receipt for grain.
SCALE TICKET (or other identifying title, if not actually a "scale ticket")

[Complete Legal Name of Licensed Entity] Receipt for Grain
[Address of Licensed Entity]

SPOT PURCHASE

Contract No.
CONTRACT PURCHASE

QUALITY & GRADING FACTORSIf this grain is designated for SPOT PURCHASE, the purchase price is
$__________________ per bushel, LESS applicable discounts.

[Complete Legal Name of Licensed Entity] promises to pay the total amount
due for grain purchased from a producer, less any discounts that may apply,
within 7 calendar days after the date the grain was received (indicated
above). This promise does not apply, if we furnish (or have furnished), and
you agree to, a written deferred payment contract that states another date
by which full payment will be made.
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